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WhatsUp Gold Barcode Scanner, WhatsUp Gold Ad Insight enables you to keep track
of the cost of all ad impressions on the basis of campaign, keywords, campaign

terms, and date ranges. Compute the cost of impression based on CPM, CPC, CPA,
CPI, and CPL and generate reports to analyze your data and take actions if the data

is out of the range. WhatsUp Gold allows you to manage your advertising
campaigns and provide reports to your team to analyze and act on data. You can
also block impressions to avoid showing ads to users you dont want to target, and

set budget limits to help you manage your campaigns. WhatsUp Gold supports most
of the attributes in the SNMPMIB and SNMPv2-MIB. Being the leader in monitoring

and alerting, WhatsUp Gold covers the industry leading monitoring features and real-
time alerting. WhatsUp Gold uses SNMP to report the health of devices within your

network. WhatsUp Gold is the ideal network monitoring, as it directly reports what is
happening within the network. WhatsUp Gold provides several levels of monitoring

with the ability to deploy multiple monitors on the network, and also, in some cases,
across different operating systems. Its modular design makes it possible to deploy

as many monitors as you need, because you simply load them into the
management database, and have access to all the monitoring information you

need. WhatsUp Gold can collect various network attributes from your devices, and
also uses advanced SNMP traps to notify you of devices that need your attention.

WhatsUp Gold provides the ability to perform device, network, and application
health monitoring. A true benefit of WhatsUp Gold is that it monitors operating

systems, hardware devices, and application software. WhatsUp Gold then uses its
intuitive dashboards to help you immediately identify any issues. Its alerts help you
keep a close eye on things. WhatsUp Gold has been designed to help you monitor

and manage your network.
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WhatsUp Gold Virtual
Appliance is a highly optimized,
fully virtualized appliance that

provides a compliant,
enterprise-grade monitoring
and alerting solution with the
simplicity of a web interface.

The WhatsUp Gold virtual
appliance includes all of the

functionality of the full product,
but is deployed in a highly-

available, virtualized
environment and is integrated

with a variety of third-party
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security and monitoring tools.
Smart setup using the latest
technologies. NPM lets you

fully automate the installation
of latest network devices,

apps, and features. Its also one
of the most flexible, scalable,

and powerful network
management applications
available. NPM is mobile

friendly. Use it in the field.
WhatsUp Gold gives you insight
into the remote nodes of your

network so you can
troubleshoot issues, identify

performance trends, and
resolve IT outages remotely on
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the go. NPM is affordable.
WhatsUp Gold supports an

unlimited number of devices
and users, supports daily

reporting, and provides a free
30-day trial. A network

performance management
application doesnt have to be
costly. WhatsUp Gold features

comprehensive network
monitoring with the ability to

monitor the following
conditions: Operating Systems:

Watch for operating system
kernel

crash/shutdown/rebooting.
Notify administrators if their
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update and patch
implementations are out of
date and identify legacy,
unsupported operating

systems. Hardware Devices:
Watch for device failure, and
test to determine device or

software compatibility.
Networks: Watch for network

connection errors and latency.
Application Health: Study
device applications and

performance, and monitor
Application Health to detect
application outages. Logs:

Watch for disk space, system
log file sizes, and individual log
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file sizes. Traffic: Monitor
network traffic. Applications:

Monitor application
performance to detect

application outages. Proxies:
Monitor application layer usage

from web, FTP, SMTP, and
other URL usage. 5ec8ef588b
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